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Warning: Do not ride before ftrlly adjustirg and securing all
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1. INTRODUCTION

t'Congratulations, you have just acquired a fine product. Your DAHON
Folder comes t0 you fully assembled arld is easily adjusted to run smoothly.
For full enjoyment.and safety of this product, please read and follow all of
the instructions and helpful hints contained in this manual. Pay special attention
to items denoted; (caution) and (warning) .

Caution: To pievent component failure or damage.
Warning: To pr:gvent injury to the rider or others.

Although your DAHON FOlder is easy to ride for people of all ages and
sizes, riders should be aware that the DAHON Fqlder is more maneuverable
and responds faster than the typical large wheel bicycle and may require
some initial familiarization.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES AND SECURITY

2. 1 Owner's Responsibility

1. Follow the instructions in this manual and any other literature supplied
with this bicy.cle.

The qlvher, is responsible for performing specified mdntenance service
f: to keep this bicycle in safe operating condition.

2, The warranty eard for your Folder by DAHON should be EqmpJeted
and returned to'enjoy your priveleges.

Warning: Prior to riding, check equipment "safety and Parts lnspection" (Sec.

4.1\.

2.2 hotection Against Theft

1. Record the serial numer" of your bicycle
located on bottom b.racket (F250M50).

It is

).
ch ase :

3.

ob tain

Recor,d name and location of store where purchased, and date of pur-

Register your bicycle with your local

license'if required. License No.

law enforcement agency, and

P lace regi ste re d :

7.

8.

2.3 Lighting and Reflectors

Almost all jurisdictions require use of pedal, wheel, fron t,and rear reflectors.
An adequate.blectric headlamp is usually required for riding after dark.' An electric taillzrnp, even if not required, is recommended for your safety
and visibility. The use of light colored or reflective clothing is also strongly
advised. A Dnyamo Light Set can be purchased from your local DAHON dealer.

9.



3. HOW TO

folIowi ng instructi ons

unfold your DAHON

OPERATE DAHON FOLDER

explain what we feel is the most efficient way
Folder while standing on the left side

to fold
of the

The
and

bi ke.

3.1 Unfolding

5. Push mid-frame latch horizontally with thumb
until locked securely.

/

Raise handlebar to vertical position, and engaged

the brace by pushing down on the knob.
Warning: The knob must pop up entirely to
indicate latching is secure. fest this by pushing
and pulling on the brace.

6.

1. Stand on the back of the
as sh own.

Folders Bike

st the seat to the desired hight by securing 4.
o latches. Never exceed the "Safety Mark"
d engraved on the telescopic seat post.

2. Flip out the castcr wlrr:r:1.

Using rear and caster wheels
open front half of bicycle and

7" fust hight the handlbar
quick release clamp.

the handlbar

8. Swing the right crank downwards.

Lock crank ln place by twisting and securing the

crank bolt 10. Retract caster wheel by stepping down

lever.

Failur€ to retract the caster wheel before
riding can seriously demage it.

9.
for support, swing

straigh ten ou t.

Warn ing:



3" 2 Folding

To fold DAHON Folders , you rnay
method as unfolding. Outlined hereafter is

Folder.

use in reverse basically
an easy way to fold the

lltt' \.lln('
l)n I l( )N *. PERPARING TO RIDE

4. I Safety Points And Ports Inspection

To ensure your safety and protect your new product from unnecessary
wear or damage, carefully check all of the following points before riding your
DAHON Folder. A conscious inspection of these items is essential before every
ride.

(oK) (F tx)'! 
.

2.

Latches and clamps firmly
fastened, ffo slipping or cracks.

A. Mid-frame latch
B. LJpper and lower seat

post clamps

C" Handlebar clamp
D. Handlebar brace latch
E, Right crank Thumb Screw

Tires, front and rear:

A. Inflation pressu re (45 psi)

B. Valve straight
C. Adequate tread, no cuts
D. No uneven wear, bulges
E. Properly seated on rim

Wheels, front and rear:

A. No wobble side-to-side

B" No "hop" up-and-down
C. No dents or bulges
D. Freedom of rotation, no

tight spots

Spokes, front and rear:

A" Even tension
B. None missing or broken

Frame, fork and brace:

A. No bent components

B. No cracks

(Ref. Sec.)

(6.3.6)

(6.3.s)
(6.3.8)
(6.3.1 o)
(6"3.3)

(6.3.1 3)
(6.3 .1 3 )

(6.3.'l g)

(6.3. 1 3 )

(6"3.1 3 )

(6.3 .12;6.3.11)
(6.3 .12]|
(5.3 .12)

(6.3 .1 4;6 "3 .13;
5.3.2)

(6.3"12')
(6.3"12]l

6 "3 .6f .3.8;
6.3.9)

{6.3 "6fi.3.9;
5.3.9)

Fig, 1

3.3 Transportating

There are two modes of transporting your DAHON Folder
Carry ing.

: Pushing and

1) Your DAHON Folder can be pushed along be5ide you in a folded stare
by using the caster wheel and by extending the seat post to a convenient
height (Fie. 3). As the caster wheel is not designed fon rough terrain, the
bike should either be lifted, o!" tilted backwards, to run on the 2large
wheels when crossing rough areas.

2I ln some areas where your DAHON Folde r cannot be pushed, it can
be easily carried by hand. By comptetely folding the bike and raising ir ro
a standing position, you can grasp the carrying bar with either hand and
easily carry the bike"wirh you anywhere (Fig. a)"

Your DAHON Folder in its folded state is very portablc;rnrl c,ur bc placed
compactly lying, standing or leaning in all sorts of small convonicrr t p!aces" lt
is easily fitted under bus seatso subway seats, in car l rurr ks, loc kcrs, and any
space measuring at least 10" x 18" x 28'u"

n
J.

4.

5.

Fig.2



6.

C. No gaps between'
components

D. Brace movement firrn,
srnooth - no wobbling

E. Knob

Brakes, front and rear:
A. Mounted properly, oo loose,

bolts or parts
B. Shoes grip firmly, no

slipping
C. Re lease action solid, equ al

D. No excessive wear
E. No rubbing at any point
F. No broken or kinked cables
G. Cables attached properly

Steering and handlebar:
A. Smooth action of steering

head bearing
b. Firrn, not loose or binding

steering head bearing
C. No play in handlebar post,

or handlebar
D. Adiusted to proper height

and lartched

E. Properly positioned brake
and gear controls

F. Tightened brake and gear

cables and mounts
G. Smooth telescope action
H. No cracks or bent members

Saddle and post:
A. Properly adjusted

B. No slipping or wobbling
C. No cracks or excessively

worn parts

D" Not excessively extended

(6.3 .6fi.3.8;
6.3.e)

(6.3.8)
(3.1 ;6.3.8)

(6.3.2)

(6.3.2\
(6.3.2)
(6.3.2)
(6.3.2)
(6.3.2\
(6.3.2)

(6.3.e)

(6.3.e)

(6.3 .7 ;6.3.8)

(3.1 ;6.3.8)

(6.3 .2;6.3.1 1)

(6.3 .2;6.3.1 1)

(6.3 .7;6.3.8)
(6.3 .9;6.3.7 ;

6.3.9)

(3.1 ;6.3.4;
6.3. s )

(6.3. s)

(6.3 .45.3.51
(3.1 )

9.

10.

13.

14.

15.

Pedals; left and right:
A. Firmly lightened inro crank
B. Bearings turn smoothly

Crank, chain wheel, antl
bottom bracket bearings:

A. Crank firmly latched
B. No loose or wobbling parts,

pins secu re

C. No bends or cracks
D. Firm, but not binding,

bottom bracket bearings
E. No worn, broken or bent

tee th

Hubs:

A. Mounting nuts properly
tigh tened

B. Cog straight; no broken,
cracked, or bent teeth

C. Smooth spinning action
D. Locking nuts & sleeves

properly tightened

Chain:
A. Properly lubricated
B. Attached securely, not too

loose or ti gh t
C. No rubbing against frame or

M udguards:

A. No cracks

B. No rubbing

Carrie r:

A. No cracks

B. Secu rely fastened

Reflec tors:
A. Clean

B. Tightly fastened at proper
an gl es

Caster wheel assembly:

(6.3.3 )

(6.3.3)

(3.1 ;6.3.3)

(6.3.3;6.3.1)
(6.3.3 )

(6.3.1)

(6.3.10)

(6.3.1 1)

(6.3.11)
(6.3.11)

(6.3 .11 ;6.3.12)r

(5.2;G.3.1 o)

(6.3.1 o)
(6.3.10)

(6.3 .14')
(6.3.14\

(6.3.6)
(6.3.6)

(6.3.1 s)

(6.3.15)

11.

7.

12.

(

gu ard (

8.

15.



(3.1 ;6.3.16)

(6.3.16)
(6.3.16)

fauf ty points th at can affect safety must

4.2 Gettins The "Feel" of the Bike
Your DAHON Folder is a high performance bicycle designed for

commuting and recreational use on paved roads (warning: fast riding on

unpaved areas could result in mechanical damage and bodily injury).
Although your DAHON Folder is easy to ride for people of all ages and

sizes, riders should be aware that the DAHON Folder is more manegverable

and responds faster than the typical large wheel 'bicycle and will require
some initial famiJiarization , You can get the "feel" for the Dahon's steering

and handling by testing the bicycle on a flat open area. DAHON strongly
recommends that riders wear a hard shell helmet, brightly colored clothing and

shoes when riding. At night, use lights and reflectors. rn wet weather, allow
more distance for stopping.

It is also suggested that you practice folding and unfolding bicycle so "that you

can do it quickly and efficiently. After sufficient practice, you should be able

to fold or unfold the DAHON Folder in 10-20 seconds.

4.3 Tire Inflation
Prior to sitting upon or riding DAHON Folder , the tire pressure must be

checked. The basic pressure required is molded onto the tire. However, a little
more pressure rnay be required for a heavier person, while alittle less may be needed
forapersonofsmall stature. lfyourtirepressureissignificantlybelow.thebasic
range or you feel that the tires do not support your weight well, it is best to use a

hand pump to pump in additional air. Gas station pumps supply too much air too
quickly and may rupture your tire tube. lf a gas station pump must be used, how-
ever, add air into the tire in small spurts until the desired pressure is reached.

4.4 Rules of the Road

There are '12 basic rules of cycling in the U.S. You should contact your
local law enforcement officials for any additions to these rules.

Waming: Failure to obey these rules of the road could result in inlury to the
rider or to others.

1. Obey state and local traffic regulations, signs, and signals.
Check with your local police on bicycle licensing, inspection, and riding on
sidewal|<s

2. Keep to the right except for left turns.
Ride with traffic, not against it. Ride single file in a straight line. Ride as

close as practible to the cu rb, bu t at a distance wh ich stil I gives room for
maneuvering.

3. Watch for car doors openihg.
Always be prepared to stop or turn quickly if necessary. Watch for and
anticipate cars. When riding on or near the sidewatk, watch for ears and
other bikes that pull into or out of driveways. Do not assume that you have
been seen.

4. Use hand signals for turns or stops.
Advise motorists what you plan to do by giving proper signals 100 feet
before tu rn ing or stopping"
Be extremely careful at intersections.
lf traffic is heavy, walk yogr bicycle with pedestrian traffic. Look both
ways when crossing streets and observe approaching cars.
Avoid: drain grates, soft road edges, gravel,, or 3and,,leaves (especially when
wet), wet and raised manhote covers, pot holes, ruts, uneven paving and any
other road surface hazards. /

Avoid these hazards to prevent loss of control or damage to your wheels"
Cross railroad tracks at right angles to prevent loss of control.
Use extreme caution at dusk and at night.
Be tho'ro'ttghly famitiar with the corrrrcrls on your bicycte.'Ride onty wfren
necessary at night and avoid heavy traffic. Vision is quite limited at dusk
and at night, so be very careful to avoid any road hazards. Make sure your
bicycle is equipped with properly positioned and clean reflectors on pedals
and side reflectors on wheels. The purchase and installation of an adequate
headlight and tailling is strongly recommended and required by law in most
areas. Wear light-colored or reflective clothing. Ride slowly and ride only
on streets familiar to you. Check local laws regarding riding at night. Do
not let a coat or other clothing hang down and cover you r rear reflector.
U se ex tra cau ti on in we t weathe r.
Ride slowly on damp surfaces as tires will slip easily. Apply brakes sooner
than normal as a greater stopping distance is required, especially if your
brake shoes are wet.
Warning: lf the front brake is applied too strongly, the bike might flip for.
wards.

A. Raised before riding
B. Pins and bolts fastened,

working properly
C. Elbow spring functioning

Warning: To avoid possible in ju ry, all
be corrected before riding.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

8"

Give pedestrians the right-of-wayo make a sound loud enough
pedestrians that you want to.pass.
Do not ride too close to pedestrians. Don't park your bicycle

to alert any

where it will
get in someone's way.
Don't

Carry passengers

Carry items or attach anything to yotJT bicycle that might hinder yoLtr
v isi on or con troi .

10



Hold onto or attach your bicycle to any car, truck, or other vehicle in

order for it to pull you along.

Carry extra clothing where it can hang down and iam the wheel.

Wear head phones.

11. Ride a safe bicycle and wear proper clothing.
Make sure your bicycle fits you and that all parts, especially the brakes, are

adjusted and working properly. Make sure loose fitting clothing (especially

your right pants leg) does not catch in moving bicycle parts.

12. Watch out for the other guy, ride defensively.

Watch the car or bicycle in front of you and be prepared

action. Don't follow a car or another bicycle too closely.

Be especial ly aware of traffi c app roach in g from beh in d

swerve to avoid something.

Warning: This bicycle has been designed for general transportation and recrea-

tional use. lt has not been designed to withstand abuse associated

with stunt riding and jumping or organized competitive events.

The user is warned that he assumes risk for injuries, losses and damage

from such uses.

5. MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

5.1 Maintenance

In addition to the before-riding "safety and Parts Inspection" (second 4.1

of this manual), a thorough inspection of all inner and outer working parts

should be performed by a professional bicycle dealer after 3 months,6 months,

1 year and every 6 months thereafter. Included is a sample inspection form.
Regularly scheduled inspections are necessary for the safe use of a mechanically

complex vehicle such as your DAHON Folder.

to take defensive

in case y ou mu st

SAI\{PLE INSPECTION FORM

DEALERSHIP'S NAME:
COMPANY REGISTRATION NO:
DEALER'S SIGNATURE:

5.2 Cleaning and Care

TOTAL COS] :

Because of the great deal of contact between you and your bi ke, your
clothing and hands are likely to get soiled if the bi ke is coated with oil and dirt.
To prevent this from happening, carefully clean the bi ke of dirt and oil deposits.
The use of solvents and other cleaners will help dislodge dirt and oit. .Use a soft
rag and a toothbrush to thoroughly clean all parts of the bike. After you ride
through particularly dirty and dusty areas or a rainstorm, the chain should be
given special attention. lf you own a chain breaker tool, the chain can be re-
moved entirely for cleaning. To keep your bicycle looking brand new and to
keep dirt from adhering, it is recommended that you use a high qual ity car wzx
on your bicycle.

To keep your bike running smoothly, it is necessary to lubri cate all the
moving parts. Thoroughly clean the parts to be lubricated, and remove all for-
eign particles. Light oil of SAE 20 consistency can be used as a lubricant for
most parts. Frequency of lubrication {epends on the amount of use and weather
encountered.

Warning: Do not use gasoline for cleaning. Avoid fumes and clean out of doors
if possible.

C-aution: Do not allow any solvent or oil to get on'the wheels or caster wheel ; if
you do, clean immediately

t1

DATE:

ITEM RESU LT CO RRECTION cosT

FRAME AND LATCH

STEERING SYSTEM

HANDLEBAR SYSTEM

SADDLE, SEAT POST SYSTEM

DRIVE SYSTEM

WHEEL SYSTEM

BRA KE SYSTEM

CASTER WHEEL,SYSTEM

LAMP AND REFLECTORS

12



6. ASSEMBLY, ADJUSTMENT AT{D TROUBLE SHOOTING

6. I Tools

Your DAHON Folder is shipped completely assembled and with air in
the tires. Brakes and gear shift should al ready be adjusted. Your dealer should
check each point in the safety list, but you will wish to have some tools for
subsequent adjustment and safety checks (u *inimum shown below).
For your, convenience, DAHON does sell a portable tool set.

6.2 Nut and Bolt Tightening Guide

Nuts and bolts must be adequately tightened for strength and security, but
not overtightened to the point of failure, or crushing or expanding tubes. The
length of wrench, times the force applied at the end of the wrench, gives the
torque applied measured in inch-pounds.

I

TI

Frgurc lor thc rcqurrcd forcr lWl ir to br
known In relation.to thc lcngth of wrtnch
lLl rnd torquGr.

Srrrunn Brake Cable and Shoe: 120 30

Tnnnr Cran k Cotter Nut: 1 80-1 90 20

Frorrt Wheel Nut: 200-220 !o

Rear Wheel Nut: 250-280
roL

'linchrl

To prevent nuts and bolts from coming loose. "Locktite" bond has been used
wherever appropriate on your factory-built FOLDER After you have tigh-
tened any nuts and bolts, for utmost safety, it is strongly recommended that
you do the same.

6.3 Servicing Guide

The following sections include detailed information needed for the disas-
sembly, maintenance, adjustment, trouble shooting and repair of the DAHON
Folder. Detailed sketches have been provided, while reference to the exploded
view of the entire bicycle is available in section 8 of this manual.

Caution: Do not'attempt to disassemble, adjust, or repair parts without first
having adequate tools and mechanical background.

6.3.1 Bottom Bracket Crankshaft Assembly
A Disassembly

To disassemble, first remove 2 split pins (U121 E50) from the casterwheel
bracket (U110E50) and elbow (U3'10 E50) and remove their adjoining pins
(U120 E50 & U340 E50). With a small wrench, remove the elbow spring (U360
fSO) and pull out the caster wheel (U100 E50). With a small adjustable wrench,
loosen and rernove ttre left pe# 1C32O MsO) by tuming it ctockwise. f$exg
use lock ring pliers to remove the lock nut (4270 M50), washer (A260 M50),
and bearing caps (4240 M50) respectively.

Disassembly: Use a Phillip's screwdriver and a wrench to loosen the crank
pin (C121-M) from the nylon nut (F620). Remove the washers (Ci23 &C125).
Unscrew and remove ihe crank screw (C1 11) and E-ring (C1 12). Tap the crank
pin with a hammer to remove it completely from the crank assembly.

B. Adjustment, Trouble Shooting and Maintance

Lubrication of these bearings is also very important as dirt, grime or worn
bearing grease can cause damage to bearing races. Each time this assembly is

dismantled, all parts should be thibughly cleaned dried and re-greased. This
process should be done at least once every 6 months, or more if there is any
grinding or tight movement after proper adjustment.

lf excessive looseness or tightness exist after parts are lubricated and adjust-
ed, one or more of the forernented parts is damaged and should be replaced at
once. Failure to replace a worn part will accelerate wear of other inner-working
bottom bracket parts.

Small adjustable
Wrench

(Jaws must open at least gl16,,l

caution : ylililill,lli il:,'j:,, an d

wrench jaws are tight in
order to prevent damage

to bolts and nuts.

w. l
{tr

Phillips-head a,,^_ ..._^
screwdriver Allen wrench I

q
Flat-bladed
screwdriver

I

fi

Right

Typical Exarnples:

8mm or 5116" threadi 200220
It{-lBS. 9.5mm or 318" i 250-280
112' ' Pedal Thread: 260-280
9116" Pedal Thread: 450-500
6mm Brake Bolt: 150-1 70

.t3

Wrong

14



lf excessive looseness or tightness exist after parts are lubricated and adjust-
0d, one or more of the fore mentioned parts is damaged and should be replaced
at once. Failu re to replace a worn part will accelerate wear of other inner-
working bottom bracket parts.

6.3.2 Brake System

The brakes are one of the most important parts of your bicycle. To be sure
that the brakes work well when you really need them, perform all the adjust-
ment steps in this section ex actly as instructed.

Warning: lf brakes do not work well after making the following adjustments,
have brakes repaired or reptaced at a bicycle service shop.

Your DAHON Folde may uses the two types of brakes,

a caliper and for band brake.

A. Adjustment of caliper Brake
' 'For best braking action, it is vital that brake is moullted so as to leave a

distance of approximately 'l116" between the shoe and the rim. (Fig. 1).

Note: lf either wheel is not in alignment with the bicycle frame, rubbing will
occur between the rim and the brake shoes. To correct this, re-align the
wheel as instructed in section 6.3.'r2 of this manual.

lf the front brake shoes are not equally spaced, tap down lightly on one
side of the "return spring" with a screwdriver. lf this does not correct the prob-"
lem, slightly loosen the mounting bolt and repeat the tapping procedure. For
the rear brake, adjustment should be made by slightly loosening the mounting
bolt and tapping the top of the brake arm until the brake shoes are evenly
spaced. Always be certain that the front mounting bolt is securely tightened
before riding the bike. lf one qf tJre mounting bolt is stripped and cannot be
properly tightened, or if it is damaged or bent, replace it immediately.

B. Minor Cable Adjustment

Now that the brakes are properly centered, if the space between the shoes

and the rim is more or less than 1116", it is necessary to adjust the brake cable.

A minor adjustment can be made by first loosening the locknut until it is

against the adjusting barrel (Fig. 2), being careful not to turn the adjusting
barrel so far that it comes out of the part that it's threaded into, or out of the
locknut; turn the barrel in the direction which positions the brake shoe 'l 116",
from the rims. lf this minor adjustment does not suffice, a more complete
cable adjustment should be done by a qualified mechanic.

C. Changng and Adjusting Brake Shoes

lf brake shoes have no thread or if any part of the rubber block wears
down to 1 18" from the metal backing, it is necessary to replace them. To obtain
the performance built into your bicycle, be sure to only use top quality brake
sh oes.

Remove the brake shoes by using a wrench to detach the nut and washer.
After positioning new brake shoes, replace the washer and nut to their original
location, being careful to observe the adjustment instructions illustrated below.

l'ffic stfre bratee shoe
ls lf ned up with

wheel rlm

Make sure angle of
brake shoe matches
angle of wheel rlm

irlake sure brake ghos

wlll not rub tlre
when brake ls aPplled

Brake 

-4Shoe

Risht Yrong

D. A{iwtmrtof hal<e l.eves

Brake and Eear control levers must be fixed into a specific position for
proper folding of DAHON Folder. lf they are moved out of their proper
position they will interfere with folding and unfolding. To adjust a lever, simply
loosen the mounting nu t and maneuver to the proper position. Always be

certain that mounting nuts are tight if levers can be budged with proderate

force, they mu st be fu rthe r tigh tened. *

I
Right

w
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There is a metal anchor fasten-
ed to the end of the cable wire
which fits inside the brake lever.
You'll have to look up under brake
lever to see the anchor. Make sure

that each anchor is properly seated

in its recess, and has not jumped

out. If anchor is out of position,
squeeze caliper arms in against
wheel rim in order to slacken the
cable wire and allow repositioning
of anch or.

Firmly squeeze each brake lever
grip, recheck cable adjustment"

ei th er one touches the h an d le bar

6.3 3 Saddle and Seat Post System (Excluding Clamps)

A. Disassembly and Assembly

Remove saddle from upper seat post (P-200) bV loosening saddle nuts
(P-120) and tapping upwards on saddle. Remove upper and middle seat post

tubes by Ioosening quick-release ctamp bolts P-320 and F-4'10 respectively.

an d,

- F. -A4iusting the Band Bsake

Refurn the barrel screw (8340 M50) to its original position and adiusr the
barrel, zftd screw B respectively

F. Other Maintenance and Lubrication

lf the brakes become loose, you may find it neces:sary to tighten the barrel
screw (8340 M50).

It is important to often check the brake cables for broken strands. lf the
cable w!re is rusted on the cable sheath (covering) is bent and can't be straighten-
ed without damaging the cable, it is necessary to replace the brake cable at once.

The brrake pivots and cable should be lubricated once every 4 moRths, ot"
more ofterr if the brake does not operate smooth!y and freety. To lubricate the
cable, prrt several drops of light-weight oil into each end of the cable sheaths or
take it to a service shop so that sheaths can be removed and cables thoroughly
inspected an d lu bricated.

Warning: Do not get any oil oR caliper brake shoes as it will reduce braking ef-

ffj;::::'j,,:f.'* 
oil from the shoes or rim withr a rag wer with soapy

Warning: lf bnakes do not work wef l, have them repaired or reptaced at a bicy-
c!e service shop before riding your bike.

B. Adjustment, Trouble Shooting and Maintenance

Durable nylon sleeves (P330-M and F300-M) have been placed between
the slidin$-sq{ posts and their respective seat post clamps. In order to keep the
seat posts aligned, these nylon sleeves have an extrusion which fits into the
groove built into the seat post. lf these sleeves become worn or crvcked, they
must be replaced.

lf clamps are all properly adjusted (see Sec.6.3.5) and nylon steeves in good
condition, but the seat post fails to stide smoothly, one or more of the seat posts
have probably been bent or dented. !f the piece cannot be straightened without
damaging or weakening it, replacement is necessary
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To adjust the saddle, simply loosen thq saddle nut, adjust the saddle to your
comfort, and re-tighten the nut. For your safety, make sure that the saddle bolt
and nut are not bent, rusted, excessively worn and that threads are not stripped.
Also be certain that the braces-which clamp the saddle in place (located between

the saddle nuts and saddle clamp) are properly positioned and are not bent,
rusted or otherwise damaged. Always be certain the bolt is properly tightened
with 200-220 foot pounds of torque.

6.3.4. Seat Post Quick Release Clamps Aa

A. Disassembly

Remove in order the adjusting
nut (H334M5O), clamp bolt (H332M50)
and the square washer (H333M50).

Washer Bolt Adiusting Nut

B. Adjustment, Trouble Shooting and Maintenance

lf properly adjusted, the seat posts should slide freely when the clamp is

released, but hold steady under the pressure of a person weighing up to 250
poqds when the ctamp is tightened. tf this is not the case, release the clamp
and adjust the tension by turning the "adjusting nut" (P-332 or F-430) by means

of a wrench. Be careful not to tighten the nut to such a degree that sliding
becomes difficult. A small amount of bearing grease applied to the camming
surfaces of the clamp will extend its useful life.

After extended use, the inner working of the clamp bolt may wear down to
the point to where clamping action is limited. ln such case, it is necessary to
replace the bolt, nut and washer" lt may also be possible that inspection shows

that replacement of the nylon sleeve is needed first.

Warning: Always be certain that the clamps are secured and properly adjusted
each ti me be fore rid ing y ou r bi ke.

6.3.5 Frame and Frame L^atch

A. Disassembly

To disassemble the frame, first remove the various components attached to
it, according to their various subsystems and disassembly instructions. Then,

unlatch the frame latch assembly and turn the entire frame upside down.

Remove the 2 C-clip retainers. Remove frame latch assembly by alternate-

ly tapping the 2 pins until the entire latch assembly is extracted downward.

To disassemble the frame latch, unscrew the rear pin and counter-threaded
nut.

To separate the 2 halves of the frame, first remove the 2 nylon nuts (F620
M50), ?hd then tap out the 2 pins (F610M50).

B. Adjustment, Trouble Shooting and Maintenance

The only component to ad just on the frame is the frame latch. When

properly adjusted, the latch should not be able to pop open without first de-

pressing the safety spring (F710M 50). Moreover, the front and rear top lugs

should be ftush, with no gaps, and there should be no wobbling between the

front and rear frames"

To ad just the frame latch, fi rst release it, and then use pliers or a screwdriver
to turn the counter-threaded adjusting nut clockwise to tighten, or conterclock
wise to loosen. When adjustment is complete, add a drop of "Locktite". Double
check to make sure that the safety spring holds the frame latch securely in place.

If the latch is in place, but the spring fails to hold it securely, remove the spring
by detaching F-720, and adjust the spring by bending it in or out.

Warning: Never ride the bike without the safety spring working properly.

Frame Latch
Screw Driver
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After adjustments have been made, if gaps or wobbling between the front
and rear frames still occur, replace or repair the following items.

A) Top/bottom lug pins (F610M50) worn to a point where a tight fit no

longer exists; bent.
B) Nylon nuts (F-620M50) or C-clips (F-870M50) - missing or losose.

C) Counter-threaded adjusting nut - bent, stripped or excessively worn.
D) Safety spring (F710M50) loose or missing bolt and nut (F720M50' F730

M50);lacking tension.
E) Fron tlrear frames-out of alignment.

Warning: Never ride the DAHON Folder without first making certain that
the f rame is stu rdy an d latch fu ncti on ing properly.

6.3.6 Handlebar and Stem

A. Disassembly

Loosen the n ut (H 223M50 ) beneth the
handlebar lug as shown in Fig 1 , until
handlebar (H 1 1 0M50) can be f reely re-

moved. The angular orientation of the
handlebar is critical to proper folding of
the bicycle. A strech mark shou ld be
ffiade b'efore tsosing the rtut so aE to rettlnl
to the correct orientatlon.

If this adiustment does not cure the problem, check and replace worn brace
bracket assembly parts (H433M50 bolts, H433M50 clamps, H432M50 sleeve,
brace end, or F1 60M50 brace bracket)"

When unfolding the bicycle, the brace head (H41 0M50) sould cover snuggly
into the Handle Post Bracket on the steering column. lf the b race head fast
pin (H341 -1 ) does not align with the handle post bracket hole (H31OP-M) one
or more of the following components are bent or out of alignment, and your
bike should be taken to a dealer for ad justment or replacement of necessary

parts - brace, brace bracket, front frame, Handle post Base, Handle post Bracket
or A-Frame Fast Ass'y.

lf the brace is firmly fitted in bracket and all parts in alignment, but the
steering column wobbles after unfolding the bicycle, check immediately the
tightness of the lock nut of the steering coupler. lf it is all right, then one or
more of the following components are worn, bent or cracked, and should be
replaced at once. A handlepost brace, Handle post Bracket, or Handle post
Base. (see following section)

6.3.8 Steering system (Bearings, steering colunnn Latch and Front
Fork)

A. Disassembly

To remove the steering column, remove one of the 2 rings (s332M50) and
tap the pin (s-330M50) out from berween the handle post (H312M50) base
and steering coupler (s320M50). Unscrew the 2 rock nuts (s340M50), remove
steering coupler, unscrew bearing adjusting nut (S220M50), remove the 2ball
bearings (S210M50) and unscrew front fork.

6.3.7 Brace and Coupling Pin

A. Disassembly

To separate the brace from the frame
2 cap head screws (H433M 50), 2 clamps

Mso).
Unscrew the lock nut (H346-1) from the A-frame fast base (H342-1) and

remove the fast pin (H341-1 )

B. Adjustment, Trouble Shooting and Maintenance

The handlebar quick release clamp is the same type as the seat post quick

release clamps, and disassembly, adiustment, and maintenance procedures are

the same.

The brace should be able to slide back and forth in the brace bracket

smoothly but firmly. lf this action becomes too tight (requires exceptional

force or pounding to move) or too loose to stay up by itself, the brace should

be adjusted by lossening or tightening the 2 clamp bands (H431 M50).

brace bracket (F 1 60M 50) ; remove the
(H431 M50) and the half sleeve (H432

Kn ob

Han dle Bracket
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Note: When assembling, be sure that the beaning adjusting nut (5220M50)
is properly adjusted-not so loose that wobbling of the front fork exists,
but not so tight that bearings are cramped and do not turn smoothly
an d freely.

B. Adjustrnent, Trouble Shooting and Maintenance

For adjustment, care and lubrication of the bearing head set (5-200), heed
the same points mentioned concerning the bottom bracket bearing set in Sec.
6.3.1 B. of this manual.

lf bearings are in good working condition and the brace (see Sec. 6.3.1 0) is
properly adjusted, there should be no movement in the steering column base
when the handlebar brace is fastened. lf play or gaps exist, check to make sure
that the pin (5-330) is in its proper place, spring pin C-rings (S-322) are securely
fastened, and lock nut (5-340) is tightened. lf the problem continues, check and
replace bent or worn parts, such as the base pin, steering coupler, steering
column or front frame.

C,. Adjustment, Trouble Shooting and Maintenance

Check the chainwheel and free wheel to be sure that they are not bent. Jf
one of the sprocketsis bent, replace it or, if the deforrnation is not too severe,

take it to a bicycle dealer to be straightened" lf the chainwheel and cog are not
in line. lf problem persists, there is a possibility that the rear frame is out of
alignment and your bicycle should be taken to a dealer for needed servicing.
lf the derailleur is not aligned, adjust screw A for the smat! sprocket; screw ts

for the biggest sprocket.

i

I

I

__l

Always be certain that chain guards are securely fastened to the chainwheel.
lf the chain guard becomes unevenly spaced with the chainwheel, bent, cracked,
or otherwise damaged, replacement of the damaged or worn item is mandatory.

caution: chain guards are constructed of plastic and care should be taken so
that they are not damaged.

with the chain on, hold the rear wheel and put pressure on the pedals. Not.
the position of the chain on the teeth. lf the teeth are worn excessively, or if
the chain is worn and stretched, you will note that the chain rides high on the
teeth, rather than lying in the bottom of the tooth spaces. The rear cog can be
checked at the same time. lf it is determined that the chain or sprockets are
worn, or if any teeth or the body of the cog or chainwheel is bent, it is necessary
to replace damaged or worn parts. lf the above condition is due to excessive
wear, the chain and sprockets should be replaced together.

The chain should be cleaned and lubricated at least once every 2 months
and more often if adverse weather or riding conditions are often encountered.
oil should be placed between inner and outer plates of the chain. An efficient
method of lubricating the chain is to remove it, clean it thoroughly, and lubri-
cate it with SAE 20 oil.

6.3.9. Sprockets and Chain

A. Disassembly

Use a chain brasket to open up the chain for removal. Then, use a driver to
loosen the screw behind the hook. one or two turns counter clock wise will
suffice. Then use a wrench to loosen the hubnutw301M50. Atthispointpush
the derailleur hook backwards & derailleur set can be remove (Ts30M50).

B. fusembly

Set chain derailleur on smallest sprocket.

6.3.10 Hubs

Inner hub parts are a precise combination of delicate components; lf there is
any doubt concerning your hubs, take your bike to a professional dealer for
servicing For a 3-speed version, the rear 3-speed gear hub, however, may require
some adjustments which can be performed by closely following the steps listed
below.

6.3.11 Wheels (Including Spokes and Rims) .

A Disassembly

To remove the front wheel, turn the bicycle upside down, remove the outer
nuts and safety washers on both sides of the axle, carefully spread the fork
blades out, and remove the wheel.

Deraillenr Hook

Derailleur
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To remove the rear wheel :

Chee k the cable adjustment as shown in Sec. 6.3.13. Tighten the cable
locknut. Then, without disturbing the locknut position, completely unscrew the
adjusting sleeve

Loosen the rear wheel nut (W301 M50) and the cable attachment nut.
Using a Philip's screwdriver, unscrew the band brake mounting screw (8311-M).
Note the position of the flats on the rear axle in the slots. The rear wheel can
now be slide downward and outward from the frame.

Note: lt may be necessary to remove one caliper brake shoe (see Sec. 6.3.2)
before the tire will move out between the brake shoes.

B. Adiustment, Trouble Shocjting and Maintenance

When replacing the wheels, be sure that they are carefully centered between
the forks and brakes. Be certain that wheel nuts are repfaeed while afl spokes
should be adequately tightened. When the gear shift operating cable connector
is reassembled, recheck i ts setting as described in Sec. 6.3 "13 "

Wheels should be regularly checked for "wobbling" from side to side, and
|hop" being out of round or of unequal diameters. This rnisalignment can be

detected best by turning the bicycle upside down, rotating the wheel while
using our finger or a pencil placed next to the rim as a guide. Severe misalign-
ment will caLtse the tire to intermittently rub against the fork, or the rirn against
the brake shoe.

warning' 
HT:_filTl;:TilHi J:*: t'ubbins orfairune of b,akinspowe!",

To correct this problern, first check the rim to make sure it is not dented or
twisted. lf it is, take the wheel to a dealer for specialized repair os'replacernent"

LJneven spoke tension, or missing, bent or broken spokes, will also cause the
whee! to be out of the true" Replace damaged and missing spokes, and with a

spoke wrench or small adjustable wrench, turn the nipples of loose spokes clock-
wise to achieve even tension. Then, if the wheel is off centen to the left, tlghten
the spokes on the right, and loosen the spokes on the left" 'nHop" is removed by
tightening spokes on both sides of the high area. Final spoke adjustments shou!d
be done in smal! incrernents"

After this adiustment has been completed, if the wheel remains out of align-
ment, yol-lr bicycle should be taken to a professional dealen for senvicing"
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6.3.12 Tires and Tubes

A. Disassembly

Remove the wheel as instructed in Sec. 6.3.14. Deflate the tire by pushing

in on the pin inside of the tire valve, squeeze the tire to force out as much air

as possible. Pinch the tire together all around the rim to break it loose from the

rim. Roll the tire off the rim, starting from the opposite side of the tire valve.

Note: lf tire removal or installation is too difficult to do with your hands, have

it done by a bicycle service shop, as special tools may be required.

Caution: Do not use screwdrivers'or other pointed tools which may damage

tire, tube or rim.

Before installing the tire, make certain that the rubber rim strip is not
damaged and covers all spoke ends. File down any spoke ends proiecting out
from the spoke nipple. Check the inside of the tire for damage and any object.

that might puncture the inner tube.

Then, inflate the tube lightly to help keep it in the tire and gradually push

one side of the tire onto the rim, again startingfrom the.side opposite the infla-

tion valve. Pull thevalve firmly through the valve hole in the rim, and install the

other side of the tire starting at the inflation value. lf the valve does not project

straightoutof the rim hole after the tire is installed, slide the tire around the rim

until it is properly positioned. Inflate the tire slightly and then release air to
straighten out the inner tubs. Then in$atc tirc as ifistrueted in See, 44o+ thls
manual.

6.3.13 Mudguards

A. Disassembly-front

Take off the nuts and washers on both sides of the axle, thus freeing the

mudguard stay (M120M50). Unscrew the brake and mudguard mounting bolt
extruding through the fork crown (S1 11M50) and remove the front brake and

mudguard.

B. Disassembly-rear

Remove the rear wheel as described in Sec. 6.3.14. Then remove the two
mounting bolts, thus releasing it from the rear frame.

C Maintenance:

The mudguards are constructed of plastic, and special care should be take so

as not to break or damage them. They have a fixed form - under no cir-

cumstance should this form be altered with pliers or other instruments!
Always be sure that mounting bolts are securely fastened. lf the mudguard

becomes cracked, chipped or broken, or if it rubs against the tire, replace it so

as not to cause a hazard to the tire.
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6.3.14 Reflectors and Lamps

A. Disassembly

Fron t, reart, pedal and wheel reflectors are easily removed by unscrewing
their respective mounting bolts.

B. Adjustment and Mainrenance

Be certain that mounting bolts are ul*ays properly tightened. Often clean
your reflectors. lf a reflector becomes cracked or otherwise damaged, replace it
before ri d ing y ou r bicy cle at n igh t.

Although a head lamp may not be included with DAHON Folder, if you
ride your bicycle at night, it is strongly recommended-if not required-that an
adequate lamp be installed. So that the bicycle can be fully unfolded, this head-
lamp must be easily removable. When attached, be certain that it provides ample
lighting and is properly adjusted.

Caution: Never adjust reflectors with levers or pointed tools which may crack,
scratch an d otherwise damage the reflector or other parts of the
bicyc le.
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6.3. 15 Dynamo Installation

DAHON
I NSTALI.ATION I NSTRUCTIONS

FOR Oy*AMO, LAMP SET

The following instructions are in addition to the instructions furnished in the
box containing the Dynaffio, Lamp Set.

1. Remove the cap nut from the front brake axel shaft. Install the headlamp
bracket support over the axel shaft and replace the cap nut. The bracket sup-
port can be bent to position the headlamp as desired. (See diagram)

2. The rear lamp should be installed on the left seatstay tube near the rear
hu b. (See diagram )

3. The Dynamo unit shoutd be installed on the left seatstay tube just ahead
and above the rear lamp location. (See diagram)

3a. The location of the Dynamo on the seatstay should be such that permits the
rotating end of the Dynamo to turn against the approxihate center of the tire
sidewall when in "down" position. When in the "up" position, the rotating end
of the Dynamo should not be in contact with the tire.

3b. The angle of the Dynamo should be fixed ata point permitting the rotating
end of the Dynamo to turn smoothly on the same line of rotation as the tire.

ence when folded.

4. After installation of the Headlamp, Dynamo and Rear Lamp, run the wires
as follows:

4a. The Headlamp wire should be placed thru the bracket support then led
around the steering bearing housing leaving enough slack to permit turning the
handlebar without pulling the wire tight. The wire should be wrapped around
the front frame upper tube at least two rotations to assure some slack remains,
then continued to reach the Dynamo. NOTE: Be sure and leave enough slack at
the frame hinges so the bike can be folded without pulling the wire. Remove
excess wire, then attach to the Dynamo con tact per the instructlons included
with the Dynamo.

4b. The Rear Lamp wire should be wrapped once around the seatstay tube to
avoid possible entanglement. Remove excess wire, then attach to the Dynamo
contatt per the instructions included.

5. To check operation, simply position the Dynamo in the "down" position so

the rotating end is in contact with the tire, then rotate the wheel. Both lamps
should be "on" while the wheel is rotating. lf not, check the wiring and their
attachment to the Dynamo.



NOTE: This Dynamo, Lamp Set is a universat model and not specifically
manufactured for any particular bike. Therefore, certain brackets must be
reversed, or slightly altered to permit proper installation.

6.3.16 Caster Wheel (Third l{heel)
A. Disassembly-

Upscrew the two elbow assembly mounting bolts (U-32A and U-340), and
remove the elbow assembly. Take out the pin (U-120) by first removing the
spring clip retainer (U-130) and tapping it out. To remove the caster wheel
(U-21 0), loosen the 4 screws (U-220) which mount it to rhe caster wheel bracket
(u-1 1o).

B. Trouble Shooting and Maintenance

The caster wheel is made of 3 separate components. Cracked, bent, broken
or excessively worn components demand replacement. lf bolt or screws do not
tighten properly, or if the pin is bent or spring pin damaged, replace the neces-
sary fasteners. Always use new mounting screws (U-220) when replacing the
caster wheel (U-21 0)., Replace all mounting screws (U -220) together; be careful
not to overtighten them, thus stripping out the holes in the bracket (U-1 10) and
causing replacement of this piece.

The elbow assembly will not function properly if it is bent" Try to straight-
en it out by hand. If this does not work, replace the assembly.

Caution: Failure to raise the caster wheel before riding, or forceful im pact

ffiil'::,'l: :ff::: I*:,Jil11?:Jff'ffi::liffifi p'si'[i'n,
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BICYC L.E

FRAME

SADDLE

WH EEL

DRIVE

TRAI N

CHAI N

GEAR

GEAR NUMBERS

7 SPECIFICATIONS

Unfolded size 52-1 l2"L X 19" W X 40" H max

Folded size 27" L X 9-1 l2"W X 18"H
Weight 28 pounds Getaway-lll, & V.

26 pounds GetawaY-1.

Hardened steel tubing

Comfortable, padded, vinyl top saddle.

Rim 15" X 1.7 5"
Tire and Tubes 16" X 1.75", tire pressure 45 psi Spoke 149

Front Hub: extra narrow, small flanged,28 holes

Rear Hu b : 28 holes

Cran k 6- 1 i2" long

One-piece with removable R.H. pedal.

Chain Wh eel 3132" X 52T (GttawaY-V)

118" X 52T (G.taway-l & lll)

112" X 3132" X 51 links (for Getaway-V specially chamferred)

112" X 1 18" X 47 links (for Getaway-lll)

Rear Mechanism Shimano derailleur (Getaway-V)

Sturmey Archer 3 speed Hub, 13T Hub Cog (Getaway-lll)

52" Getaway I

41" - 77" Getaway ll I

52" - 92' ' Getaway V

PE DALS Tough engineering plastic with amber reflectors.

U. S. and international patents. U. S. and internationlt patents pending.
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